
How’s your brand doing? Are you ready to take it to the next level and make 
it more valuable? How about becoming more profitable? Are you ready to 
scale? Can your brand handle scale?

You probably started your brand because you live the lifestyle that your brand 
speaks for. I often mention Patagonia because they’re one of my favorite life-
style brands. The reason I do is simple, Patagonia’s Mission Statement is to 
“Build the best product, cause no unnecessary harm, use business to inspire 
and implement solutions to the environmental crisis.” Patagonia grew out of a 
small company that made tools for climbers, eventually they went on to 
become THE lifestyle brand for outdoors enthusiasts. Patagonia was started 
by a climber and outdoor enthusiast that lived the lifestyle and measured 
their success by their mission statement. 

I ask you, why did you start your brand? How do you source your products? 
Are they the best products you can offer to your audience? Were they 
sourced and manufactured ethically? If your brand doesn’t truly stand for the 
lifestyle that it makes it’s products for, your brand has no sustainability.

In this checklist you’ll take the steps to discover your brand’s purpose, define 
your advantage, define and developing a more accurate audience, securing 
the right supply chain for your brand, and evaluating your profitability. 
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People don’t buy what you do; they buy why you do it.” - Simon Sinek, Start 
With Why

Establish why you started your brand. Most people start brands because 
they’re passionate about something and they want to spend their life working 
in or alongside an industry or hobby they’re passionate about. Here is a simple 
exercise of fill in the blank to get you going - write the first thing that comes to 
your mind, you can always go back and change it later.

I started my brand because:

So that I could:

Example: Yvon Chouinard, is the founder of Patagonia and an avid outdoors-
man. If he were working on this exercise his statement might read “I started my 
brand because I wanted to build the best climbing products for my fellow 
climbers and use my business to help environmental healing, so that I can 
spend my life dedicated to what is most important to me.”

If you’re unsure of why you started your brand, or that has become a little lost 
along the way, that is okay. Just do your best on this part and then continue 
onto the next steps. You can revisit this part of the checklist once you have had 
some time to work it out. 

WHY DID YOU START YOUR BRAND?
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To start defining your advantage, you need to define your brand’s mission. Your 
mission doesn’t always lead to a strong advantage, but it is at its core, your 
foundation. If your only advantage is having the best private label supply chain 
in the world, but you don’t have a mission that drives your buyers, you’re going 
to fail. 

“Understanding what you do is crucial to figuring out how to set yourself apart. 
Defining your brand’s mission is the first step to articulating your messaging in a 
way that customers will understand and respond to.” - Jerry Jao, CEO and 
Founder of Retention Science

For example, look at Everlane. They’re a minimalist men’s and women’s on-
line-only fashion brand who has built an entire business on its brand’s mission 
statement, which centers around offering fairly priced, high-quality apparel and 
accessories through complete transparency. The brand is built upon nine 
words: Know your factories. Know your costs. Always ask why. 

Everlane is completely transparent about the costs involved with sourcing and 
manufacturing it’s products and how that affects the prices that you pay for 
them. By delivering on its brand’s promise, they have created their advantage: 
Customers who identify and appreciate the brand’s commitment to transparen-
cy ultimately feel more satisfied when they buy from them. They develop a 
strong sense of loyalty based on the value Everlane offers. 

WHAT MAKES YOUR BRAND STRONGER THAN YOUR 
COMPETITORS? Your raison d'être.
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Here is a simple exercise to help you develop or refine 
your current mission statement:

What do we 
do?___________________________________________________________________

How do we do 
it?____________________________________________________________________

Who do we do it 
for?___________________________________________________________________

What value are we bringing?_____________________________________________

What I am saying here is, authenticity is the most important part of any lifestyle 
brand, or any brand in general. No one is going to take your mission at face 
value, you have to live, breath, and lead with it everyday. 
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Now you know the reason you started your brand and your mission statement. 
It’s time to define your audience. For most lifestyle brand owners this is a 
simple task because you are your audience. You started your brand because 
you’re in love with the culture that you support and sell to. We can still become 
more precise with our audience.

“Bottom line: I don’t care how many people see something, “I care about how 
many people see something.” Quality over quantity. Depth over width. Reach 
does not equal value and follower count doesn’t mean people are listening.” - 
Gary Vaynerchuk

Remember, your brand can’t be all things to all people, so be your brand, be 
authentic.

DEEFINE YOUR AUDIENCE
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Write out who you believe your audience is.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Make a list of all the potential audience who are interested in your brand. 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

DEEFINE YOUR AUDIENCE
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Honing in on your ideal audience.

You have listed out who you believe your audience to be, and you have listed 
other potential audiences. In Josh Steimle’s Personal Branding Checklist, he 
has a section dedicated to identifying your ideal audience, and I love it be-
cause it takes audience development further and makes it personal. Your 
brand’s audience should be just as personal. 

Fifty-seven percent of consumers around the world will buy or boycott a brand 
solely because of its position on a social or political issue, according to the 
2017 Edelman Earned Brand study, with 30 percent saying that they make 
these belief-driven purchase decisions more than they did three years ago.

In the lifestyle brand world, people buy because they believe in what you’re 
doing, how you do it, why you do it, and the quality of the products you offer. 
Let’s work on identifying your ideal audience.

DEEFINE YOUR AUDIENCE
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1. Stand what your brand stands for. You’ll have a higher level of success if
the people who buy your brand do it because they stand and believe in the
same things your brand does. For example if someone buys their climbing ap-
parel from Patagonia because they align themselves with the brand’s values,
their lifetime commitment to the brand will be stronger and ultimately they’ll be
a more valuable customer.

2. Can afford the merchandise your brand sells. To stay in business your
audience needs to be able to afford the merchandise that you offer. If you’re a
women’s fashion designer whose audience is young professionals but your
clothing costs many hundreds to thousands of dollars per piece you’re pricing
yourself out of your market.

3. Want what you have and be willing to pay for it. Only when your brand
convinces someone they would be better off giving you their money than to
their competitors to you know you’re providing real value.

4. Energize you. No amount of money will make you happy forever. Your audi-
ence needs to excite you. If you’re a skateboard maker and you don’t like
making skateboards for skaters, communicating with them and don’t get excit-
ed about that community, you’re going to get board. The quality of your prod-
uct will suffer, your audience will suffer, and your business will suffer. Your ideal
audience is one you cannot wait to connect with everyday.

DEEFINE YOUR AUDIENCE
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Now you know the reason you started your brand and your mission statement. 
It’s time to define your audience. For most lifestyle brand owners this is a 
simple task because you are your audience. You started your brand because 
you’re in love with the culture that you support and sell to. We can still become 
more precise with our audience.

“Bottom line: I don’t care how many people see something, “I care about how 
many people see something.” Quality over quantity. Depth over width. Reach 
does not equal value and follower count doesn’t mean people are listening.” - 
Gary Vaynerchuk

Remember, your brand can’t be all things to all people, so be your brand, be 
authentic.

Whether your lifestyle brand sells apparel, golf balls, skateboards, or socks, 
having a strong, secure, and ethical supply chain can be the difference be-
tween the longevity of your business or being a one-hit-wonder. It also can 
have a drastic effect on your profitability. 

Take a look at Vice Golf. Vice is a German golf ball manufacturer whose mis-
sion is to provide high quality golf balls at an affordable price point. If you are 
not familiar with golf, there a handful of ball manufacturers in the world who 
control the market. A good golf ball can cost $4-5 a piece, often sold in cases 
of 24. The average club golfer goes through 5 cases annually, that costs a lot 
of money. At Vice you can buy 5 cases of high quality golf balls for $120. There 
is no one like them in the marketplace. While their business model, mission, 
and strong audience identification make them one of the fastest growing 
brands in golf, their supply chain makes it possible for them to be in business. 
Designed in Germany and manufactured in Taiwan, Vice has proven capable of 
developing one of the strongest supply chains in their market, in possibly the 
most difficult market to develop a supply chain in.

I am no expert in golf ball manufacturing, but I am an expert in sourcing and 
manufacturing the highest quality products for the market I need to service. 
Here are the top 3 factors in developing a strong supply chain:

SECURING THE RIGHT SUPPLY CHAIN FOR YOUR BRAND
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Write out who you believe your audience is.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Make a list of all the potential audience who are interested in your brand. 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

1. Supplier and stakeholder relationships. Your relationship with your suppli-
er is as important as your relationship with your customers. This approach
maintains the security of your supply when the market is volatile, you have rush
order needs, and during times of innovation. Internal stakeholders should be
regarded as customers too. Use every opportunity you are afforded to col-
labore your supplier partners. You’re not their only customer, their knowledge
of your products and how they’re made is greater than yours.

2. Ethics, sustainability, and responsibility. A strong supply chain is not only
sustainable, it also understands the impact of its actions, not only on the envi-
ronment, but to its customers. Not to repeat myself, but a strong connection
with your suppliers will lead to achieving the level of transparency needed to be
sustainable in the current climate of global trade. With an ever increasing
responsibility to the environment and global human rights, brands must devel-
op a supply chain that is truly committed to a code of ethics and Corporate
Social Responsibility.

3. Collaboration with other business leaders. For the most part, we all
learned everything we know from someone else. Tackling certain aspects alone
is naive. Collaboration fosters innovation, which could help you save time and
resources as well as boost productivity. Sharing best practices, can help your
brand establish guidelines for implementing their supply guidelines, and in
today’s world can be a make or break for your business. Industry collaboration
is also a great way for smaller brands to join forces with larger ones, or other
brands that garner the respect of your audience, bolstering your sustainability
efforts.
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You can learn more about how my company and our collaboration partner 
worked together on a global supply chain to launch McDonald’s McDelivery 
campaign here - a project worth over 1.5 million dollars that delivered custom 
private label, branded merchandise on 5 continents to 11 different countries. 

Now it’s time to evaluate your supply chain. Answer the questions below.

How is your relationship with your suppliers? How often do you visit 
them?_________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Do your suppliers have current Corporate Social Responsibility practices? 
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

If so, do their audits align with your core values? If not, why 
not?__________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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How are your relationships with the other brands in your 
space?________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Your supply chain is part of your DNA as a brand, a core root in the life of your 
brand. Evaluate your relationships, their practices, and your collaboration 
efforts and be as hard on yourself as customers will be on.

Once you have completed this checklist, I would love the opportunity to talk 
with you about it. You can get in touch with me through my website at 
www.bentaylortalks.com 
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